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Peter Lassen:
Danish Pioneer of California
by Franklin D. Scott

"The Dane Peter Lassen," or " Peter Lassen, a Danish Blacksmith, " appears in almost every memoir dealing with early northern
California. His Danishness was obvious, though no one bothers to
explain why. Was his speech the telltale feature? The man was
almost thirty years of age when he left Denmark, and he had had
no opportunity to learn English while his tongue was ductile . He
came to California in the spring of 1840, at the beginning of a
decade of decision . At that moment Indians inhabited the land,
Russians were still established on the California coast, Mexicans
held title to the region , and British subjects and North Americans
entertained acquisitive ideas . The concept of " manifest destiny,"
which held that California was meant inevitably to be American ,
was not yet clear. Men like Peter Lassen , John A . Sutter, John C.
Fremont, and many less well-known, were to make that idea a
reality . Lassen 's physical and psychic strength, his dreams and his
persistence, his perpetual new beginnings against odds, all stamp
him as the prototype of the western frontiersman .
Whatever personal records Lassen may have had were lost in
the course of his wanderings ; the myths and contradiction s and
confusions concerning his life are innumerable. Many of the
puzzles will remain forever unsolved . Concerning his early life, the
patient research of Theodore Vogel-Jorgensen has cleared up a
number of debated points. He was not, as previously believed , a
scion of any of the prominent Lassen families of the period ; he
was not born on August 7 nor in Copenhagen , although early
accounts and monument inscriptions agreed on these " facts ."
Actually Peter Lassen was born on October 31 , 1800, according to
the Danish draft board , in the rural town of Farum about fifteen
miles northwest of Copenhagen . His baptism was legalized in the
church of Farum on December 7, 1800. His parents had been
married belatedly in Herlev on February 24, 1799, and three
months later a son Johan was born who died in 1811. The mother,
Johanne Sophie, was the daughter of a schoolteacher, Peder Oluf
Westergaard , and the father was a farm worker, Lars Nielsen . Both
were in their mid-twenties at the time . Peter's first name was that
of his grandfather, and his last name that of his father - as was
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the custom among the peasant population - he was " Lars son."
The prevalent casualness of spelling left him with the name of
Larson or Larsen or Larsson or Lawson or Peter Lassen Farum, but
eventually he was known simply as Peter Lassen . Lasse was a
common nickname for Lars.
During his childhood his parents moved from place to place,
evidently in a continual struggle against poverty. In 1808 or 1809
they moved to Hillered, and there the father died, probably in
1827. When Sophie's father died two years later "she received a
large portion of the estate because she was so poor." She lived to
the age of eighty-one; her death occurred in 1857 in the hospital of
Hillered where she had lived since 1845. Peter, until he was
seventeen, stayed home and helped support the family; then he
began an apprenticeship with his blacksmith uncle in Kalundborg.
At age twenty-three he became a journeyman, "tied his sack and
went to Copenhagen. " He had then attained his full height of
sixty-two and a half inches; though short he was unusually strong,
as a blacksmith needed to be, and, although his stature kept him
out of the regular army, it is worth noting that American
comments mentioned his strength but never his height. His nose
was large, and the military records indicate that he had blue eyes,
brown hair, medium-sized shoulders and bones . 1
The ambitious young man made good progress . In 1825 he
became foreman and in 1827 gained status as master in the
honorable guild of blacksmiths and a citizen in the capital city. His
masterpieces were a pair of horseshoes of his own design and a
spring for a winecart. His ambitions at that time are indicated by a
carefully improved handwriting and also by a petition (written by
another) to be relieved of his duties in the reinforcement battalion
and instead to be admitted to the defense force of the city. He
took a house on a narrow winding street in the heart of
Copenhagen and seemed to be settled . His " sunny view of the
future," however, did not materialize. In 1830 he submitted a new
petition in good style " by the applicant himself," and signed it
Peter Lassen Farum . In this second appeal to the king, Peter asked
to be relieved from the artillery corps and to be allowed to
emigrate to " the Danish colony in America, " because he could not
make a living in Denmark.2 Beyond this we know no details, only
that it was a troubled period in Danish history. After the defeat in
the war with Sweden and the loss of Norway, Denmark suffered a
psychological and economic depression ; the revitalization sparked
by Bishop Grundtvig had not yet begun.
Hence this disappointed but eager blacksmith sailed for a new
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life across the Atlantic, stopping first in London and then in
Boston . It was early in the Nordic emigration and there was no real
Danish colony in America; a few fellow nationals could be found
in Massachusetts and even , as Peter later discovered, in far-off
California.3 Essentially Peter Lassen at age thirty was alone . He had
to earn a living and he had to learn a new language. Fortunately
his skills as a blacksmith promised him sure work wherever he
chose to go. For several months he plied his trade in Boston and
learned American ways. But a restless urge drew him farther
westward . He was briefly in Philadelphia, then went on to
Missouri , proceeding for some unknown reason to the new village
of Keytesville, some eighty-five miles east of Kansas City. 4
American records , especially on the frontier, were far less
comprehensive than the Danish , and much of what was compiled
was burned in local incidents and in the great San Francisco fire of
1906. Still, Lassen was so prominent that a rough chronology of his
activites can be set down . From 1831 to 1839 he lived in
Keytesville, where he did blacksmithing, and also joined the
Masonic Order. He is reported to have used his meager military
training in organizing a local militia there to fight the Indians, and
he was soon its captain .
In this community he became acquainted with John A . Sutter,
who left for Hawaii and California in 1838. Lassen followed him
the next year, taking the overland route to Oregon , winter ing on
the Willamette River near present-day Oregon City. In the spring of
1840 he took ship down the coast to Bodega Bay and Fort Ross .
Refused permission to enter California by the Mexican authorities,
nevertheless, he and four companions , aided by the Russians,
made their way across country to Sutter's Ranch , New Helvetia, on
the Sacramento River. He applied to the United States consul at
Monterey for permission to stay . Together with Sutter he journeyed
down to Yerba Buena , later San Francisco, and from there struck
out on his own to San Jose, then to Santa Cruz . There he may have
bought some land, but it is more likely that he worked for Isaac
Graham . In any case he built the first sawmill in northern
California, and in less than two years this versatile craftsman
milled some 50,000 feet of lumber, made saddles and furniture,
and was able to leave in 1843 with one hundred mules and extra
cash .
With Indian assistance he drove his herds northward and
established a ranch on the Cosumnes River, not far from Sutter's. It
must have been here that Lassen hosted the mysterious and
extraordinary Swedish traveler, C .M . af Sandels, otherwise known
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as Emanuel Edelhjerta or Waseurtz of Sandels, who left the
following record : "We employed a cuple of days to this job and
our quarters at night we generally took up with Master Peter
Lawson a Danish blacksmith who led a nomadic life moving his
blacksmith shop and small stock of cattle horses and mules about
the rich prairys himself alway at work repairing arms for the
hunters and agricultural implements for the farmers and he is a
most extraordinary and industrious men hospitable and kind to
everybody also to the Indians who dot on him when in the
afternoon he leave off his blacksmt. work he saddle his horse rides
about with his rifle and kill some deer or some antelope Indians
are always ther on the lookout and recieve for carying home the
half of the flesh the skins he dry for sale. His cattle are so tame
that only striking in a certain way with his hammer on the small
side of the anvill they come up about the cottage or temporary
shade regular as soldiers called at orderly. An old Hollander a
sargent live with him and make butter chees and bread so with the
venison and milk they live really comfortable both have their
Indian squas but in the adjacent indian camp and never residing
with them. " s
When John C. Fremont came through for the first time and
asked Sutter for a hundred mules, Sutter had only to call upon his
friend Peter Lassen . When thieves made off with two valuable
horses, Lassen with John Bidwell and James Bruheim pursued them
far up the Sacramento River . They not only recovered the horses,
but Lassen spotted for himself a tract " beautiful as a picture" at
the confluence of the Sacramento and Deer Creek, twenty-two
miles south of Red Bluff. He requested a grant from Governor
Manuel Micheltorena, swore fealty to the Mexican government,
and was awarded five Spanish leagues (22,000 acres). Here,
straddling Deer Creek, he brought his herds now numbering 2,300
cattle, horses, and mules, and established Bosquejo Rancho
(Woodland Ranch), the settlement farthest north in California at
that moment - February 1845.
Except for the Indians who helped him care for the stock, he
was alone during the first years . He trapped beaver and otter and
sold the skins for three and four dollars per pound; he planted
cotton and started a vineyard with roots he brought from southern
California. He saw the potential for growing grapes and was
reputedly the first to make wine in this region - later to become
famous for its quality product. He found suitable raw material and
processed grindstones; he loaded them into a canoe up to its
gunwales and peddled them down the river. He fertilized the soil
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where already wild oats grew five feet tall. He built an adobe
house, a smithy and a corral, and most importantly he established
a store where he sold food and tools and whiskey and "other
necessities." Bosquejo became the center of activity for the entire
area north of Sutter's Ranch . Settlers came and Lassen laid out a
town to be called Benton City in honor of the senator he had
come to admire in Missouri . Even while he was getting established,
he took part with Sutter and Bidwell in the campaign of
Micheltorena against General Castro in southern California. 6
Lassen was at home the following spring when the bold and
the enigmatic John C. Fremont came through with his fifty-man
exploration party, moving north out of California to Oregon .
Fremont had his headquarters at Bosquejo for most of the month
of April, 1846. It is said that he caught salmon three to four feet
long. Evidently he took a strong liking to the Danish frontiersman,
"a man of practical sense and courage." On May 1, six days after
Fremont and his men had departed, Lieutenant Archibald E.
Gillespie with one Negro servant arrived at the ranch, hot on the
trail of Fremont. "Uncle Pete" could not permit two lone travelers
- acquainted with neither the unpredictable Indians nor the
rugged terrain - to push into the wilderness by themselves . So he
and three other settlers joined the party to follow Fremont's trail.
After a few days two of them, Samuel Neal and M. Sigler, were
sent on ahead. They were overtaken by hostile Indians but the
speed of their horses enabled them to escape and catch up with
Fremont at Lake Klamath on the Oregon border. 7
Fremont, "The Pathfinder," immediately chose ten of his best
men to go with him to the relief of the remaining four. About
forty-five miles to the south they were happy to see the four men
coming out of the woods . Fremont got his first tidings from home
in eleven months, and he got from Gillespie word that his
exploring duties were over and, "on the authority of the Secretary
of the Navy that to obtain possession of California was the chief
object of the President."
That morning a generous Indian chieftain had given the four
tired and hungry travelers a big salmon, and everything seemed
peaceful around the evening campfire. No guard was placed after
the glad reunion and the reading of messages. All were exhausted
and asleep when the ever alert Kit Carson was wakened by the
sound of an axe crushing the skull of Lajeunesse, another of
Fremont's trusted companions. Two more men were killed before
the raiding chief was himself felled and his Klamath tribesmen fled
into the night. The slain chief was the same who had given
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Gillespie and Lassen the salmon! Next came the day of revenge,
the slaughter of an Indian v'illage led by Fremont's Delawares who
had lost one of their own. 8
On May 11 Fremont was on his way south again to Lassen's
ranch , though by a different route . There followed in rapid
succession the Bear Flag revolt and the capture of Sonoma, the
linkage of General Zachary Taylor's warefare in Texas with the less
bloody conquest of California, and the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo. Neither Lassen nor the other recent Mexican grantees
played any part - directly, at least - in these events, for they
honored their Mexican oaths of fealty. 9
Nevertheless, after the
treaty they of course became American citizens and the United
States soon validated Lassen's land grant.
Sitting at home on his ranch, cultivating his vineyards and
caring for his herds and his store was never enough for the restless
Danish pioneer. From time to time he took off on exploratory trips
up the rivers and into the Sierra. But he was not among the few
who recorded their findings . We must learn about Lassen from the
writings of others.
By February 1847, even the friendly Indians were beginning to
feel that too many whites were infiltrating their area. They were
killing cattle belonging to Lassen, Daniel Sill, and others, and a
petition was sent to Fort Sutter for a " military force sufficient
stationed in this vicinity to keep the Indians in awe." 10 A small
troop came, killed a few Indians, and a kind of peace was agreed
upon . Lassen looked to the future. In the summer of 1847 he
trekked eastward with Commodore Robert F. Stockton in a band of
forty-six men . The editors of the memoirs of J. Goldsborough Bruff
say that Lassen went along in order to attend the courtmartial of
Fremont, 11 but there seems to be no evidence that he appeared in
Washington . Certainly he went to Missouri, where he probably
spent the winter from November 1847 to May 1848. His two
achievements at this time were the acquisition of a charter for the
first Masonic lodge in California, and the recruitment of twelve
wagonloads of emigrants to populate his dream city on the
Sacramento.
When he led his emigrant train in the spring of 1848 across
mountains and deserts and wilderness, there was no easy pass over
the great Sierra. Furthermore Lassen wanted his people to come
into northern rather than central Calfiornia; for that reason he
avoided the Truckee and Carson passes. He took his group by a
way which he knew at least partially, and which became known as
the Lassen Trail. This route began with the Oregon Trail , veered off
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in a northwesterly direction from the Humboldt River in Utah
Territory via the Lassen,or Fandango, Pass to Goose Lake in
northeastern California. Thence it moved southward from the
headwaters of the Pit River along the east side of Snow Butte, now
called Lassen Peak, to Mountain Meadows, Big Meadows, now
Lake· Al manor, and down Deer Creek to Lassen's Ranch . The route's
divergence at the Humboldt "was indicated by a post stuck in the
desert sands, surrounded by a watchful bodyguard of
sagebrush ... [and] a shake bearing the legend 'Lassen's Road to
guide the unwary immigrant.' " The guide's own party had trouble
on the long and tortuous trail in the Sierra; at one point Lassen
himself got lost in the uncharted wilderness, and his life was
threatened by his followers . Provisions were scarce, and at some
sharp declivities the wagons had to be lowered by ropes. But the
group came through with no loss of life - which was far better
than the fate of many other trains.
In the next year, 1849, the Lassen Road was used by
thousands, but the story of their hardships gave the route a bad
reputation . After 1850 the newly discovered Nobles' Road was
found to be shorter and better; it led from the Humboldt through
Honey Lake Valley to Fort Reading, using some sections of Lassen's
Road. 12 It was at best rough and hazardous territory, and credit is
due to the man who found a way and brought his people through
in safety . One strong testimonial to the Lassen routes was offered
by J. Goldsborough Bruff who led a large party from Washington in
1849 : "Lassen's, or Fandango Pass, is incomparably easier than
either the Truckee or the Carson Pass. It was the desert stretches
after leaving the Humboldt and the difficult terrain beyond Goose
Lake, as well as its length, that made this trail so hard and brought
it into disrepute."13
Major Rucker, who had charge of Government relief on all the
incoming trails, also reported : "Although the distance is much
greater than by the old routes, and some of the emigrants were
longer in getting in, I cannot but think it a fortunate circumstance
they did so, for the loss of property would have been greater on
the old trail, as the grass would all have been eaten off long before
they could have arrived." 14
Magnificent scenery greeted the travelers - if they were not
too weary to enjoy it! The rushing streams, the great pine trees, the
cool blue lakes, and the towering peaks made a deep impression
on a person like the Reverend J.H.C. Bonte, who wrote of the
mammoth collapsed volcano Mt. Tehama, that left four high peaks
around the central crater : "a brotherhood of mountains; a congress
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of oval summits; a celestial gathering of redeemed volcanoes,
resting on the bosom of the great patriarch ." 15 Highest of all was
the peak named for Lassen - 10,457 feet - a landmark for
travelers; a series of eruptions occurred in the period from 1914 to
1921 , and there are boiling sulphurous springs to this day. Until
Mt. St. Helens exploded in the spring of 1980 Mt. Lassen was
considered to be the only active volcano in the United States.
As Lassen hacked his way through the forest in the spring of
1848, a party of Oregonians came upon his trail and caught up
with him . It was they who told the newcomers of the discovery of
gold at Sutter's Ranch, a bit of news that had already reached
Benton City and depopulated it before Lassen could return. 16 His
high hopes were dashed . Many of his new Missourians were also
lured away to the " diggings."
Another of Lassen's pet projects faded away with the
disappearance of his " city." Even the Masonic charter he had so
proudly brought from Missouri had to be moved . This charter,
issued on May 10, 1848, called the installation Western Star Lodge
No. 98; it had been opened in Benton City in October, 1849, as
Western Star Lodge No. 2. For California, it should have been No.
1, but a mix-up in records gave the No. 1 to a lodge in San
Francisco . The scarcity of men in Benton City then caused the
transfer of the charter to Shasta City in 1851 . There, despite a fire
that destroyed the lodge, the charter itself was saved .
How much Peter Lassen had to do with all this is a trifle
uncertain . Although specific evidence is lacking, it is clear that his
contemporaries gave him a great deal of credit and revered his
name. In the new lodge he was listed only as " junior warden,"
while L.E. Stewart was " senior warden" and Sachel Woods was the
" worshipful master" ; under these titles the names are inscribed on
the plaque standing beside Deer Creek in Vina. The Masons
honored Lassen by erecting a monument over his grave south of
Susanville. When that monument began to disintegrate, they built
another taller one, and the two now stand together. Edwin A.
Sherman in a formal address declared that " the first Masonic
missionary ... to bring the first charter of a Masonic Lodge to
California was the brave , heroic , hardy and determined
Brother .. . Peter Lassen ." In Susanville a "Lassen Commandery" was
chartered in 1877. Fremont and Sutter were also Masons; there
were Masons in practically every immigrant convoy. 17
Lassen's disappointment at the defection of his Benton City
citizens eroded his dream but did not completely destroy it. Even
before he had gone East, he had deeded one-fifth of his land grant
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to Daniel Sill, one of the men who had come west with him in
1839-1840. Under date of June 30, 1847 (not recorded until October
28, 1851), the following document was signed " Peter Lassen, by
G.B. Besse" : "Know all Men by These Present [sic]: That I, Peter
Lassen, do this day grant and decree to Daniel Sill , all right, title
and interest to all land, houses and improvements which I claim
north of Deer Creek, the running-gear and stones of the mill
excepted . Said Sill is to have full possession on the first day of
September 1847, for which considerations said Sill binds himself to
cover and finish off the house which said Lassen is building on the
south side of the creek . Said Lassen binds himself to give said Sill a
Warranty Deed to said land as soon as he can get one for himself." 18
G.B. Besse was Sill's son-in-law, and undoubtedly he drew up
the document and later recorded it. The deal was evidently made
to assure that someone would live on the property and take care of
it while Lassen was in the East. In so doing, Sill may have satisfied
a requirement of the grant Lassen had received .
New conditions faced the town planner on his return from
Missouri . He tried various times to find gold, but he had only
moderate success, and his heart was never wholly in prospecting.
Again and again he fed and sheltered immigrants exhausted by the
long journey over deserts and mountains , in May, 1850, for
example, Nicholas Loux, a German, staggered into Lassen 's camp
after being snowbound; one of the man's two companions had
drowned and another had become exhausted on the trail
twenty-five miles back . Kindly " Uncle Pete" immediately gave Loux
a meal. He soon had three horses saddled to go to the aid of the
man on the trail. Unfortunately he was found dead . 19 A little later
Lassen received a report that a party of twenty was destitute some
ten miles away. He quickly responded by sending bread and meat
and a horse on which to bring in a sick man. As J.G. Bruff has
recorded, " Old Pete" was a " man of feeling , though a rough
mountaineer ." 20 Some of the travelers thus rescued stayed at or
near the Lassen Ranch , and a small community developed , though
it never became the urban metropolis that the entrepreneur had
hoped for . Immigrants were constantly passing through , and they
needed food and tools and repairs for their vehicles . The
craftsman-proprietor maintained a frontier hotel-rescue mission and
a store-and-workshop. He was torn between his desire to help
people and to do business on the one hand and by his love of the
wilderness on the other - between civilization and nature. At
least half of him was Mountain Man - " Bold , carefree, and
restless; more at home amidst silent mountain forests than in the
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haunts of men. " 21 The other half of him was gregarious and
economically ambitious .
One of the guests who appeared in 1850, at a time of
difficulty and change in Lassen 's life, was J. Goldsborough Bruff.
He stayed with the Dane for several months, and his excellent
diary helps to pin down details about Lassen's activities. Bruff, an
ex-West Pointer and a draftsman in the Office of Indian Affairs, led
a large troupe from Washington across the continent in 1849, using
the Lassen Road. Being perhaps too dictatorial with his people, he
had been at last abandoned and left snowbound through the
winter in the neighborhood of Snow Butte, now Mt. Lassen.
Finally, half-starved, he made his way down Deer Creek, first to the
camp of a Mr. Davis, then on to Lassen 's. The stores Bruff had
guarded through the winter were looted, but Lassen and his crew,
including six Indians, helped him to salvage what was left. Bruff
turned over to Lassen a quantity of shovels, spades, tools, scythes,
and the like, and also three wagons loaded with shingles and other
goods . The one set of possessions that Bruff preserved most
carefully through all the vicissitudes of his journey out and back,
during the years from 1849 to 1851, was his bundle of notebooks
- a fascinating record of one man's experiences, including almost
30 superb sketches of scenes and life on the trail. 22
A notation made by Bruff shortly after his arrival at Lassen 's
Ranch, dated May 4, 1850, reads : " Col. Wilson engaged me, for the
company - Gen' I John Wilson , himself, and Lassen - proprietors
of the Estate here, (Lassen having granted two-thirds of lands and
stock, for a certain amount to be paid him in installments, when
they think proper to pay him,) to lay off the City of Benton,
assisted by Lassen, &c and to make a plot of same." 23
Bruff set up a tent, used the tailboard of a wagon for a table,
and with an old surveyor's compass started to work. But on May 10
he noted : " My hands very sore - Surveying - Old Pete interferes
with it, thinks he can rectify the errors. " Eventually Lassen agreed
to complete the survey but never did . 24 Bruff's hot headedness
and Lassen 's stubborness did not make for easy cooperation!
Bruff's notes partially explain and confirm some matters
otherwise vague and puzzling. " The company" of Colonel Charles
Lincoln Wilson , General John Wilson (unrelated), and Peter Lassen
was evidently formed because of the latter's financial difficulties .
Why these troubles existed is nowhere clearly stated. One reason
was assuredly the impulsive openhandedness with which the
warm-hearted Dane treated people in trouble. Another seems to be
an innocent kind of disregard for the simplest legal arangements .
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None of his financial or land agreements seems to have been
properly recorded by him. And payment " when they shall think
proper" is hardly normal procedure. Absences while exploring the
prospecting did not help . Lassen wanted to do business but he did
not stay to " tend store. " He was repeatedly robbed of both
livestock and money . On one occasion a sack containing $1 ,398
was stolen by a guest at the ranch ; the thief was apprehended and
was scared by Lassen's friends into telling the hiding place of the
loot. Since the thief's feelings were hurt, " Uncle Pete" gave him a
big horn to console him!25 People may love such a man but that
does not make him wealthy.
It was difficult to procure supplies for his store in the Deer
Creek outpost. Provisions had to be brought from San Francisco or
Sacramento, and it was a long pull overland by ox carts . On
occasion Peter drove cattle down to Sacramento and brought back
supplies by ox train , but the river was a far better route for
transporting them . Why not a steamboat? Reports some years later
reveal that Lassen had bought the Lady Washington, a small
steamer built at Sutter's embarcadero in the fall of 1849; perhaps
he had even helped to build it. More likely he had been involved
in some sort of partnership in the venture of owning the
steamboat. Unquestionably, a steamer existed on the upper
Sacramento River, for Bruff mentions going downriver in it for two
miles " on town site," and again that he "breakfasted aboard the
steamer" in May, 1850. 26
However, the difficulties of navigation above Sacramento in
anything but a canoe were unforeseen ; one cargo of provisions was
reportedly delayed as much as five months by snags and sandbars
- and finally the ship sank. Even if Lassen was only one partner
with one of the Wilsons and possibly Joe Palmer, the steamship
disaster plus his other misfortunes forced " Old Pete" into a
svimlende g.eld (staggering debt) . To pay his creditors he sold his
remaining one-third share in the ranch for $25,000 to Henry Gerke
of San Franciso, along with his claims against General Wilson and
Palmer. 27 His 22,000-acre ranch was gone; he was footloose once
more, but he still had hope and ideas.
Lassen had become convinced of the existence of Gold Lake
and he organized a major expedition to find it. In mid-July, 1850,
he started off with a company of about eighty persons with pack
horses, mules, cattle, Indians and squaws . From time to time
smaller groups split off, returned , reformed , as they scattered and
searched throughout the upper reaches of the Feather River and
beyond. Bruff, though still weak from hi s winter's experien ce,
-11-

followed a few days behind with a smaller band, which caught up
repeatedly with Peter. Summer in the mountains was cold, and
Bruff complained even in August that in the early morning "Jack
Frost nibbles my toes" - and the howling of the wolves upset his
nerves.
Most serious were Indian attacks : once Bruff and Isadore
Meyerowitz were frightened by arrows striking the ground within a
few feet of them . When they scurried back to camp and reported
to Lassen , he remarked that "we might tank our Got, we escaped
so luckily." The details in Bruff's notes reveal travel conditions,
dissension among disappointed prospectors, even occasional
bitterness against Lassen . The group gradually dwindled, though
most stayed on, persuaded by their leader's own certainty that gold
was to be found . They encountered other parties on the road, and
heard innumerable tales of both failure and huge success - all of
which Bruff regarded with skepticism. Through the summer and
late into the fall they wandered purposefully, they saw new lands,
and they found some gold, but Gold Lake they never found .28
The season ended , evidently, with a brief return to the base at
Bosquejo Rancho, but the old ranch had lost its appeal for Peter.
As Bruff reports : " Lassen , Burton, Isadore, Jones, Hough, Sr.,
Campbell , and two others moved off, to winter in the mountains .
They drive a horse and an ox wagon, and are all mounted. They
contemplate packing the oxen , &c when they have drawn the
wagons as far as practicable, and reserve the oxen for meat. They
They have stores on packed animals, as well as in the wagons. "
Sad to say, within a few days their camp was raided by Indians and
all their animals taken; this led to a revenge attack on the Indians
and the burning of their village, and to the abandonment of the
idea of wintering in the mountains.29
But Lassen had found an attractive spot in Indian Valley, on
the upper Feather River near present Greenville and what was then
Big Meadows . Gradually in 1851 and 1852, Peter and a few friends ,
including Isadore Meyerowitz and George Edward St. Felix,
established themselves there. They raised vegetables and sold them
to miners and passing immigrants for fifteen cents a pound . Soon
the man of many projects had a regular trading post, with a log
cabin that was improved from year to year. Among the meager
records of these early 1850s are two letters to Sutter's assistant,
John Bidwell , signed by Peter Lassen , ordering first 600 pounds of
flour in October, 1852, and then 6,000 to 8,000 pounds in October,
1853. 30
But this was rather tame business, and " Old Pete" turned
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increasingly to prospecting. In 1855 he found a promising site in
Honey Lake Valley, where he had been before. It needed only
water for sluicing. So he went back to Indian Valley, got the
necessary equipment, and constructed a two-mile ditch . For about
two weeks this arrangement worked . Profits were reasonable, but
they soon ceased because the water seeped into the ground and
was lost.31
The wide-ranging pioneer had entered the Honey Lake region
twice in 1850, probably being the first white man to see that idyllic
valley. Although it is really a part of the Great Basin, the valley is
separated from it by a range of hills, and so it lies on the eastern
side of the Sierra. Fremont had missed this spot when in 1843 he
passed Pyramid Lake just to the east. Various writers have tried to
make Isaac Roop or William Nobles the discoverers of the valley.
But local tradition is in this instance corroborated by the careful
notes and map of J.C . Bruff. During the search for Gold Lake,
Lassen and Bruff came upon Honey Lake in October 1850, for the
second time; Lassen already knew the size of the lake. Bruff
named it Lake Derby, but then accepted the Honey Lake name
given by other members of the party because of the sweet
substance " exuding from the heads of wild oats in the basin ."32
There was a sweet substance, indeed, but it did not exude from
oats or grasses . It was the deposit from millions of insects, aphids
the aphis gossypi. A month later, back at the base of
operations, Bruff relates that the elder Hough told him of their first
visit to Honey Lake, presumably in the summer of 1850.33
In 1855, Lassen was thus returning to an area he had visited
on earlier occasions . In the meantime Isaac Roop, an old
acquaintance, had staked a claim in 1853 in present Susanville, the
main city of the valley; in 1854 he built a dam and carried water in
conduit about one-half mile to the emigrant road . This was on the
trail laid out by Nobles in 1851 - perhaps found by Nobles and
Lassen together a shorter and better route to the upper
Sacramento Valley than the one to which Lassen's name was
affixed . Here Roop built a log cabin, remnants of which still stand
beside the museum in Susanville . But Roop did not settle
permanently until 1856, after the burning of his store in Shasta.
Lassen established two ranches in the valley, one on the lake itself
at the site of the present Milford, and another a short distance
northwest, at a point about eight miles southeast of Susanville.
Here he found a giant Ponderosa pine under which he said he
wished to be buried when the time came .
With magnificent forest behind and a wide meadow in front,
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Peter built a "long, low, log house" about fifty feet long, sixteen
feet wide, and seven feet high at the corners. Here he lived, and
after him his friend Joseph Lynch occupied the dwelling until the
latter's death in 1885. The house was burned in 1896. When he
built his home, "Old Pete" seems to have felt ready to settle down .
Here he had comfortable quarters: in one end there was a
storeroom, and in the other a living area "floored with lumber cut
with a whip-saw." This part of the building had a door, a rock
fireplace, and a three-foot square window covered with a barley
sack. Lassen laid in a supply of some twenty tons of hay for his
cattle, but he was surprised to find the winter so mild that they
could graze outside the year round. Living with him or near him
were old cronies, though some of them eventually returned to
Indian Valley. Especially there were the Pole, Isadore Meyerowitz,
and his squaw; but both were drowned in Honey Lake in 1856. 34
In wet spells the lake fills with water, in dry spells it has none; a
few years ago a steamboat plied the lake, then in 1977 it became
once more an alkali flat, a playa lake.
Idyllic as was the situation of this high valley, it was slow to
attract settlers, and the early ones were almost entirely men . The
mild climate, the isolation , and the easy life induced a certain
languor, and the residents of the valley were dubbed the
" Never-Sweats." No substantial record of their life exists; there was
of course no newspaper. One token of daily life and thought
survives, the "Roop House Register," a palimpsest of the years 1854
to 1857. Isaac Roop himself made the first notations, recording the
number of emigrants passing through, and giving vent to his own
feelings of lonesomeness . Gradually the volume came to be used
as a kind of guest book, with visitors writing their names and
adding personal remarks. Some examples :
High winds all day . Plenty of good company
Saturday . 13 men, 3 of women, 2 children
4 men
18 men on the 8th
3 women 5 children
26 men on the 11th
6 women 4 children 13 men 1 man
Card playing all day. Housfull not doing much
Business not worth a Mr. Roop is a very fine man, but he will water his whiskey
[Below in another hand] It is too dam strong without
Stoped here one day to prospect and caught fish and ducks
like hell. left the fifth day
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Today August 4th up Smith Creek Roop Waldin Tutt and four
dogs Boston . Tiger and two cubs all told two grizzly and
antelope and a digger squaw . este nochs
1312 souls up to Sept 2nd/ 1854/
197 wagons
Why dont you bring out more Women
No words of Miners yet. They left here August 7th
with a LOTT of GRUB
Lots of pretty girls gone by
Sat. 16th Sep. Great works going on today - Washing Diches Digging Ditches - building reservoirs - wetting down - looking
for emigrants (Ladies) non in sight. If you are acoming why
dont you come along
Lots of Pretty Gals on the road
Some 25 ,000 hed of cattle
Lassen returned (he strayed after an emigrant train)
Five trench gentlemen in from Honey Lake and an excursion
after the Emigrant wimen . Could not find any but what were
maried . Came back swore they would try it again .
Lassen Hill Kellog Orton Keep
Dane last Night. They benches were crowded with Girls.
Roop was fixing Some Plan to stop them in this valley Tes.
Cap Charley. Devol, and the Balance of the Boys could not
say one word to them no how (sugar no go)
Lassen gone down to meet the Emigrant35
The men in this pleasant valley felt most the need for women
and for law. Hence the twenty settlers got together in Roop's cabin
- it could have held no more - chose Peter Lassen as president
and Isaac Roop as secretary. They proceeded to enact a body of
laws, as did other mining and mountain men in other isolated
communities . Only in this case these men went further - they
declared the creation of a new territory, which they named
Nataqua, an Indian word for woman .
Later generations have thought of Nataqua as a joke or at
least a harebrained institution . Actually its essence is eminently
sensible. The "natural boundary," to which admittedly few states
paid any attention, was the crest of the Sierra Nevada. In winter
Honey Lake, on the east side of the crest, was completely cut off
from Plumas County, California, and in many ways it had more in
common with Carson Valley and the rest of the Great Basin than
with the area over the mountains to the West. The major reason
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for setting up a new government was that no one knew where the
proper boundary lay; no survey had been made, though it was
known that the legal boundary of California was the 120th
meridian . An amusing footnote is that all the territory described in
the announcement lay beyond Honey Lake Valley. Roop's cabin
was thirty-five miles west of the western boundary of Nataqua! The
" constitution " arbitrarily included over ten times as many people
outside Honey Lake Valley as were in the group which participated
in its creation . Yet its simple structure and procedures served the
community well for several years of uncertainty.
Clearly the laws promulgated at this meeting had been
carefully thought out beforehand, probably primarily by Roop and
Lassen . Here the boundaries of the new territory were delimited
(however mistakenly): " from 38½ 0 to 42° N. lat., and 117° to 120°
W. long ." Six public roads were named and described, and
provisions were made for land claims and town lots. Selling or
giving liquor to the Indians was prohibited and an arbitration
board of citizens was provided to settle all disputes. An elected
recorder and surveyor were to be the officials. Most important, all
agreed to abide by the laws ." 36
Settlers increased, and by the end of 1856 claims had been
made to 36,840 acres, the estate of Isadore Meyerowitz had been
adjudicated and recorded, and a land dispute involving Florency
Smith had been judged . When Plumas county attempted to assume
jurisdiction , the citizens of the valley reasserted their
independence - on August 29, 1857. They declared their intention
to unite with the citizens of Carson Valley and maintain "the
dividing ridge of the Sierra Nevadas and the West. " Lassen was one
of the twenty-four signers of this document and one of the five
delegates appointed to advance their claims . A revised set of laws
for the valley was adopted on February 13, 1858. In December,
1859, after the death of Lassen, Roop was elected governor of the
new territory .
When Congress created the Territory of Nevada, on March 2,
1861 , the western boundary was put at the "dividing ridge
separating the waters of the Carson Valley from those that flow
into the Pacific ." Thus Honey Lake Valley was included in the new
Territory, and to some extent the founders were justified in their
actions . The boundary dispute with California's Plumas county
continued and in 1863 it led to the Sage Brush War in which three
or four men were wounded . It also occasioned a survey in 1876,
which finally determined the present California-Nevada line. In the
meantime citizens of the eastern portion of Plumas county had so
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sufficiently won their case that California in 1864 carved out a
new area from the eastern portions of Plumas and Shasta counties .
It was given the name Lassen county.37
A confrontation of a different kind occurred in 1857, when
Indians of the Washoe tribe stole a quantity of potatoes from a
Honey Lake settler. His neighbors organized a counter raid and
killed several Indians, one of whom was by mistake a friendly
Paiute. Winnemucca, chief of the Paiutes, was incensed, and it
took all of Lassen's diplomacy to mollify him . Peter was at this
time Indian sub-agent for the region and chief negotiator of a
treaty. According to this settlement, Winnemucca agreed that the
Paiutes would return the stock stolen and "refrain from stealing
stock or other pilfering." Through the Superintendent for Indian
Affairs of California, a large quantity of goods was obtained and
distributed between December, 1857, and July, 1858, to enable
"Mr. Lassen, as agent, to settle all difficulties without further
bloodshed. " Payments to the Indians included the following :
Over halls
Blankets
Military coats
Brown drill
Buttons
Combs
Needles

144

so
2
25 yds .
11 gross
4 doz .
1000

Hickory stripe
377 ½yds .
Cotton Kerchief
120 yds .
Blue prints
110 ¾ yds.
Linen thread 2 Bals 1 Bdl.
Thimbals
144
Military jackets
100
Cotton thread
4 doz .

Peter Lassen and Chief Winnemucca were said to have had
very friendly relations; throughout his career in the West Peter go
along well with most Indians, but he did not hesitate to fight them
when occasion required as he did against the Pit River Indians
when they raided the Indian Valley Indians for squaws.38
Lassen's death remains a mystery to this day. He had
organized a band of eight men to prospect for silver at Black Rock,
near Pyramid Lake off to the east. Five of the men started early
and established their camp . Lassen with a man named Clapper and
Lamericus Wyatt followed but failed to find the rendezvous ,
although they themselves camped only a mile from the others.
According to Wyatt - who was the only survivor - an Indian had
appeared in the evening and wanted ammunition . Against the
protests of the others, Peter gave him what he asked for, saying he
was a Paiute and therefore a friend . Next morning early, April 26,
1859, Clapper was shot in the head as he slept; when Peter got up
to look about he was also immediately shot in the head . Wyatt
jumped on his horse, which amazingly came up to him , and rode
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124 miles to Susanville without food or water. The Paiutes
continued to be friendly, and most people attributed the murders
to the Pit River Indians. Some skeptics believed the deed could not
have been done by the Indians, their reason being that food,
clothing, and whiskey were all left undisturbed at the site.39 Such
a mystery calls for Sherlock Holmes or Agatha Christie.
A party of men went to the camp at once, buried Lassen
where he lay, and recovered the equipment. In November of the
same year another expedition retrieved the body and buried it,
with full Masonic rites, under the ancient Ponderosa pine where
the Danish pioneer had wished to rest; only the stump of the
majestic tree now remains, with the two Masonic monuments
nearby .
Peter Lassen, who grew up in the traditional and tranquil rural
countryside of Denmark, and worked as a skilled craftsman in
urbane Copenhagen , chose life on the raw frontier of a society in
the making, thousands of miles from his birthplace . He was not a
learned man, but he was intelligent, versatile, indomitable to a
point of stubborness, kind to a fault and trusting, and ever a
seeker for something new. He was an explorer, hunting new trails
for men to follow . He was quick to give aid to emigrants wearied
after travel over deserts and mountains; his kindness was attested
to by many and long remembered. He helped others more than
himself. He started things - ranches, cotton fields, trading posts,
vineyards . Though plagued by misfortunes of robbery and cheating
and sheer bad luck, he never became bitter, never gave up. He
made horseshoes and bridles and owned sawmills and vineyards,
and helped to establish government for an isolated community. He
negotiated fair treaties with the Indians. He was respected and
beloved by his contemporaries. He left no descendants and no
story of his life, but his memory is preserved in the names of a
pass through the mountains and a road, a county, a national park,
a spectacular peak, a World War 11 Liberty ship, and monuments in
two countries . Into his grave was placed his favorite pipe, his one ·
memento of Denmark.
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